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CIC26
Twenty-sixth Color and Imaging Conference
Color Science and Engineering Systems, Technologies, and Applications

A Week Focused on Color
Join us for a week of color-related courses, workshops, paper presentations, exhibits, and
interesting conversations around technical topics and application areas related to color!
Please note, change in program schedule: We’ve made some changes to the weekly
layout. This year CIC has two tracks of short courses on Monday—our one-day Color
and Imaging course plus a track of Advanced Topics—and four tracks on Tuesday until
mid-afternoon. Workshops, which have traditionally been held on Friday, have been
moved to mid-afternoon on Tuesday, followed by the welcome reception, then three full
days of keynote talks and technical papers. We are also introducing Colleague
Connection gatherings during coffee breaks where those interested in discussing a topic
can get together informally. See page 5 for details on one Connection; if you’re interested in hosting a topic, contact color@imaging.org.
We hope you like these changes and welcome your feedback. Please help us get the
word out about this amazing annual event and
prepare yourself for a great week in Canada.
We're looking forward to seeing you and
enjoying an excellent conference together!

Scenes from CIC25 in
Lillehammer, Norway.
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Conference At-a-Glance
All events take place at
the Pinnacle Harbourfront
Hotel unless otherwise
noted.

Monday 12 November
Registration open 7:00 –
16:00
• Color, Vision, and
Basic Colorimetry oneday Short Course (separate reg fee required),
see page 12
• Short Courses Day 1
(separate registration
fees required), see page 12

CIC25 Welcome Reception at Lillehammer Art Museum in Norway.

Tuesday 13 November

Thursday 15 November

Registration open 7:00 – 16:00
• Short Course Program (separate reg fee
required), see page 16
• Workshop Program, see page 24
• Virtual and Augmented Reality:
Challenges and Perspectives
• Deep Learning and Color
• HDR and Movie Production
• Welcome Reception Vista 360, 19th
Floor

Registration open 8:30 – 15:30
• Keynote: “Colour and Consumer Cameras:
The Good, the Bad, the Ugly,” Michael
Brown (York University), see page 8
• IS&T Honors and Awards Presentations
• Exhibition
• Technical Sessions
• Exposing Color
• Interactive Paper Previews II
• Do You See What I See?
• Interactive Paper Session
• A Nose for Color
• Conference Reception at Bill Reid Gallery

Wednesday 14 November
Registration open 8:00 – 16:00
• Opening Keynote: “A Brief History of
Superpixels,” Radhakrishna Achanta
(Swiss Data Science Center), see page 4
• Exhibition
• Technical Sessions
• Picture Perfect
• Wrangling Color
• Playing with Color
• Interactive Paper Previews I
• Putting Color to Work
• CIC26 Evening Talk: “Color in
Narrative,” Andrea Chlebak (feature film
colorist), see page 6
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Friday 16 November
Registration open 7:30 – 12:40
• Keynote: “High Dynamic Range on the
Big Screen,” Anders Ballestad, (MTT Innovation Inc., a Barco Company), see page
10
• Technical Sessions
• Bright Ideas
• Illuminating Color
• Color Matters
• Subtractive Additions
• Best Paper Award Presentations
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Conference Program
Monday 12 November 2018

Wednesday 14 November 2018

8:00 – 17:45

9:00 – 10:00

SHORT COURSE PROGRAM

WELCOME AND OPENING
KEYNOTE

Featuring four advance-topic, two-hour
classes and a one-day introdcution to color
science class, see page 12 for details.Classes
require an additional fee; you do not need to
register for the conference to attend classes.
See registration form for details.

A Brief Story of Superpixels, Radhakrishna
Achanta,Swiss Data Science Center
(Switzerland)
10:00 – 10:40

PICTURE PERFECT

Tuesday 13 November 2018
8:00 – 15:30

SHORT COURSE PROGRAM
Featuring 10 classes, see page 16 for details.
Classes require an additional fee; you do not
need to register for the conference to attend
classes. See registration form for details.

JPI-First Multiscale Daltonization in the
Gradient Domain, Ivar Farup and Joschua
Simon-Liedtke, Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (Norway)
Recovering a Colour Image from its Texture,
Graham Finlayson and Seth Nixon, University
of East Anglia (UK)
11:20 – 12:40

15:45 – 18:15

WRANGLING COLOR

CIC26 WORKSHOPS

OLED Power Consumption Model and its
Application to a Perceptually Lossless Reduction Algorithm, Jérémie Gerhardt, MHand
Kedjar, Tara Akhavan, and Hyunjin Yoo,
Irystec (Canada)
Perceptually-based Restoration of Backlit
Images, Javier Vazquez-Corral, Praveen
Cyriac, and Marcelo Bertalmío, Universitat
Pompeu Fabra (Spain)
Color Color Processing, Ján Morovic, Peter
Morovic, Jordi Arnabat, Victor Diego,
Pere Gasparin, Xavier Farina, and Sergio
Etchebehere, HP Inc. (UK)
A Computational View of Colour (Invited),
Brian Funt, Simon Fraser Univ. (Canada)

• W1: Virtual and Augmented Reality:
Challenges and Perspectives
• W2: Deep Learning and Color
• W3: HDR and Movie Production
See page 24 for details. A workshop is
included with each full conference registration.
You may also sign up for workshops and not
attend the conference. See registration form
for details.
18:15 – 19:30

WELCOME RECEPTION
Pinnacle Harbourfront Hotel, Vista 360, 19th
Floor

12:00 – 14:00

LUNCH ON OWN
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14:00 – 15:00

PLAYING WITH COLOR
Appearance Reconstruction of 3D Fluorescent Objects under Different Conditions,
Shoji Tominaga, Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (Norway) and
Nagano University (Japan), and Keita Hirai
and Takahiko Horiuchi, Chiba University
(Japan)
Constant Hue Loci Covering High Dynamic
and Wide Gamut Regions, Baiyue Zhao1 and
Ming Luo1,2; 1Zhejiang University (China) and
2
University of Leeds (UK)
A Study of Visible Chromatic Contrast
Threshold based on Different Color Directions and Spatial Frequencies, Qiang Xu,
Qiyan Zhai, Ming Luo, and Haiting Gu,
Zhejiang University (China), and Dragan
Sekulovski, Philips Research (the Netherlands)
15:00 – 15:35

TWO-MINUTE INTERACTIVE
PAPER PREVIEWS I
Rank-based Radiometric Calibration,
Han Gong, Graham Finlayson, Maryam
Darrodi, University of East Anglia, and Robert
Fisher, University of Edinburgh (UK)
Using Chromaticity Error Minimization for
Fast Camera Spectral Responsivity Measurement, Andreas Karge1, Ingmar Rieger2, Bernd
Eberhardt2, and Andreas Schilling1; 1University
of Tübingen and 2Stuttgart Media University
(Germany)
Deep Residual Network for Joint Demosaicing and Super-Resolution, Ruofan Zhou,
Radhakrishna Achanta, and Sabine Süsstrunk,
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
(Switzerland)
Illumination Content Player, Dima Simonian
and Steve Paolini, Telelumen LLC (USA)
An Alternative Multiscale Framework for
Variational Perceptually-Inspired Contrast
Enhancement of Color Images, Edoardo
Provenzi, Université de Bordeaux (France),
and Baptiste Mazin, independent researcher
(Switzerland)
Reversible Colour Appearance Scales for
4

OPENING KEYNOTE
A Brief Story of Superpixels
Radhakrishna Achanta, Swiss Data
Science Center (Switzerland)
The number of pixels in images is steadily rising. While computing power and
memory are getting cheaper, it is nevertheless difficult for algorithms to deal
with memory and computational burdens
posed by large images, image-stacks,
and videos. To address the need to reduce the processing burden, superpixels
were introduced and have since found
their way into a large number of
applications.
Superpixel segmetation algorithms
need to be efficient in computation and
memory consumption to be useful. In addition to touching upon the state-of-theart, general approaches, and applications of superpixels, this talk presents
three efficient superpixel segmentation
algorithms. The first one is Simple Linear
Iterative Clustering (SLIC), the second is
a variant of this called Simple Non-iterative Clustering (SNIC), and the third is an
algorithm that relaxes the requirement of
having roughly equal size.

Describing Saturation, Vividness, Blackness,
and Whiteness for Image Enhancement,
Yoon Ji Cho1, Guihua Cui2, and Kwanghoon
Sohn1; 1Yonsei University (South Korea) and
2
Wenzhou University (China)
A Colour Appearance Model based on
Jzazbz Colour Space, Muhammad Safdar1,2,3,
Jon Hardeberg1, Guihua Cui4, Youn Kim5,
and Ming Luo2,6; 1Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (Norway), 2Zhejiang
University (China), 3COMSATS Institute of
Information Tehnology (Pakistan), 4Wenzhou
University (China), 5Huawei Technologies Co.,
Ltd. (China), and 6University of Leeds (UK)
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COLLEAGUE CONNECTION
Expanded Gamut Printing
during the Wed. morning coffee break
Convened by Abhay Sharma, Ryerson
University (Canada)
A new topic in traditional printing is to
expand the color gamut using colorants
such as orange, green, and violet, giving
a CMYK + OGV process. This emerging
technology is applicable to all printing
processes—inkjet, digital, offset, flexography. Most inkjet proofers already use
an expanded gamut ink set and there
are many new digital presses with
CMYK+ color capabilities. Pantone has
a new swatch book, the EXTENDED
GAMUT Guide - printed with 7 colors.
Join this informal meeting to understand
the challenges and opportunities of
expanded gamut color printing.

Color Matching Criteria in Augmented Reality,
Lili Zhang and Michael Murdoch, Rochester
Institute of Technology (USA)
Comparative Evaluation of Color Differences
between Color Palettes, Qianqian Pan and
Stephen Westland, University of Leeds (UK)
Color Quality and Memory Color
Assessment, Anku Anku and Susan Farnand,
Rochester Institute of Technology (USA)
A Parametric Colour-Difference Equation to
Evaluate Colour-Difference Magnitude Effect
for Gapless Printed Stimuli, Fereshteh
Mirjalili and Ming Luo, Zhejiang University
(China); Guihua Cui, Wenzhou University
(China); and Ján Morovic, HP Inc. (UK)
Surface Appearance of Color 3D Printed
Objects, Matthew Ronnenberg and Susan
Farnand, Rochester Institute of Technology
(USA)
A Robust Algorithm for Computing Boundary Points of the Metamer Mismatch Body,
Tarek Stiebel and Dorit Merhof, RWTH
Aachen University (Germany)

CONVENE A CONNECTION

Interested in finding others at CIC who are
interested in a technical topic that goes beyond the traditional CIC program? Convene a group during a coffee break. Contact color@imaging.org for details.

White Balance under White-Light LED Illumination, Siyuan Chen and Minchen Wei, The
Hong Kong Polytechnic University (Hong
Kong)
Material Appearance Enhancements by DeHazing and Local Visual Contrast Mapping,
Hiroaki Kotera, Kotera Imaging Laboratory
(Japan)
Converting the Images without Glossiness
into the Images with Glossiness by Using
Deep Photo Style Transfer, Kensuke Fukumoto1,
Junki Yoshii1, Yuto Hirasawa1, Takeshi
Yamazoe1, Shoji Yamamoto2, and Norimichi
Tsumura1; 1Chiba University and 2Tokyo
Metropolitan College of Industrial Technology
(Japan)
16:20 – 17:40

PUTTING COLOR TO WORK
Comparison of Non-Contact Camera based
Methods to Measure the Pulse Rate for
Awake Infants, Takuma Kiyokawa1,
Kaoru Kiyomitsu1, Roman Bednarik2,
5
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Keiko Ogawa-Ochiai3, and Norimichi
Tsumura1; 1Chiba University (Japan),
2
University of Eastern Finland (Finland), and
3
Kanazawa University Hospital (Japan)
Can Image Enhancement be Beneficial to
Find Smoke Images in Laparoscopic Surgery?,
Congcong Wang1, Vivek Sharma2, Yu Fan1,
Faouzi Cheikh1, Azeddine Beghdadi3, Ole
Elle4, and Rainer Stiefelhagen2; 1Norwegian
University of Science and Technology
(Norway), 2Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
(Germany), 3University Paris 13 (France), and
4
Oslo University Hospital (Norway)
JIST-First Dual-Band Infrared Video-based
Measurement Using Pulse Wave Maps to
Analyze Heart Rate Variability, Ryota
Mitsuhashi1, Keiichiro Kagawa2, Shoji
Kawahito2, Chawan Koopipat3, and
Norimichi Tsumura1; 1Chiba University,
2
Shizuoka University (Japan), and
3
Chulalongkorn University (Thailand)
JIST-First Multi-Spectral Pedestrian Detection
via Image Fusion and Deep Neural
Networks, Geoff French, Graham Finlayson,
and Michal Mackiewicz, University of East
Anglia (UK)
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20:15 – 21:00

WEDNESDAY EVENING TALK
Grab a drink at the bar and join colleagues
for an interesting evening talk.
Color in Narrative, Andrea Chlebak, feature
film colorist (Canada)

WEDNESDAY EVENING TALK
Color in Narrative, Andrea Chlebak,
feature film colorist (Canada)
Color is an often subtle layer in the
process of filmmaking. It adds dimension
by enhancing or creating atmosphere,
calling attention to certain details, or
adding meaning by establishing a
palette to a certain character. As a
supervising colorist for feature, documentary, and commercial films, the speaker
sheds light on the process of coming to a
final look for a film; she’ll discuss her use
of experimentation, intuition, and perception as a toolset to determine how blue,
dark, or saturated to make an image,
and how she collaborates with directors
and cinematographers to enhance the
narrative through color.
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EXHIBIT AT CIC26!
Interested in exhibiting or sponsoring an
event at CIC? Contact Donna Smith to learn
more: dsmith@imaging.org.

Thursday 15 November 2018
9:00 – 10:00
Colour and Consumer Cameras: The Good,
the Bad, the Ugly, Michael Brown, York
University (Canada)
Sponsored by HP Inc.

and Ivar Farup, Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Gjovik
(Norway)
LMMSE Demosaicing for Multicolor CFA,
Prakhar Amba and David Alleysson, Université
Grenoble Alpes (France)

10:00 – 12:00

12:00 – 12:35

EXPOSING COLOR

TWO-MINUTE INTERACTIVE
PAPER PREVIEWS II

THURSDAY KEYNOTE

CIC26 Best Paper Award Using a Simple
Colour Pre-Filter to Make Cameras more
Colorimetric, Graham Finlayson, Yuteng Zhu,
and Han Gong, University of East Anglia
(UK)
Efficient Multispectral Facial Capture with
Monochrome Cameras, Chloe LeGendre1,
Kalle Bladin1, Bipin Kishore1, Xinglei Ren1,
Xueming Yu2, and Paul Debevec1,2; 1USC
Institute for Creative Technologies and
2
Google (USA)
JIST-First Demosaicing of Periodic and Random Colour Filter Arrays by Linear
Anisotropic Diffusion, Jean-Baptiste Thomas

Evaluation of High Dynamic Range TVs
Using Actual HDR Content, Sungjin Kim,
Yongmin Park, Dongwoo Kang, Jongjin Park,
JangJin Yoo, Jonguk Bae, and Sooyoung
Yoon, LG Display (South Korea)
Colour Image Gradient Regression Reintegration, Mark Drew1, Graham
Finlayson2, and Yasaman Etesam1; 1Simon
Fraser University (Canada) and 2University of
East Anglia (UK)
Effective Boundary for White Surface Colour,
Yuzhao Wang, Xi Lv, and Ming Luo, Zhejiang
University (China)
7
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Effect of Choosing a Different Number of
Linearisation Samples on Display Characterization, Marjan Vazirian and Stephen
Westland, The University of Leeds (UK)
Reviving Traditional Image Quality Metrics
Using CNNs, Seyed Ali Amirshahi and Marius
Pedersen, Norwegian University of Science
and Technology (Norway), and Azeddine
Beghdadi, Université Paris 13 (France)
Deep-STRESS Capsule Video Endoscopy
Image Enhancement, Ahmed Mohammed,
Marius Pedersen, and Sule Yildirim, Norwegian University of Science and Technology,
and Øistein Hovde, University of Oslo
(Norway)
Color-based Non-Contact Analysis of Skin
Changed by Sweating for Emotion Estimation, Mihiro Uchida, Ikumi Nomura, and
Norimichi Tsumura, Chiba University (Japan)
Optimal Text-Background Lightness
Combination for Enhancing Visual Comfort
when Using a Tablet under Different
Surrounds, Hsin-Pou Huang1,2, Minchen
Wei1, and Li-Chen Ou2; 1The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University (Hong Kong) and
2
National Taiwan University of Science and
Technology (Taiwan)
An Extension of CAM16 for Predicting Size
Effect and New Colour Appearance Perceptions, Changjun Li1, Xiaoxuan Liu1, Kaida
Xiao2, Yoon Ji Cho3, and Ming Luo2;
2
University of Science and Technology
Liaoning (China), 2Zhejiang University (China),
and 3Yonsei University (South Korea)
Does Colour Really Matter? Evaluation via
Object Classification, Brian Funt and Ligeng
Zhu, Simon Fraser University (UK)
Effects of Material Pairs on Warmth Perception in Interiors, Begum Ulusoy, University of
Huddersfield (UK), and Nilgün Olguntürk,
Bilkent University (Turkey)
The Effect of Neighboring Colors on Color
Appearance, Semin Oh and Youngshin
Kwak, Ulsan National Institute of Science and
Technology (South Korea)
Color-based Data Augmentation for
Reflectance Estimation, Hassan Ahmed Sial,
8
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THURSDAY KEYNOTE
Colour and Consumer Cameras:
The Good, the Bad, the Ugly
Michael Brown, York University (Canada)
Sponsored by HP Inc.
Cameras are now used for many purposes beyond taking photographs. Example applications include remote medical diagnosis, crop monitoring, 3d
reconstruction, document recognition,
and many more. For such applications,
it is desirable to have a camera act as a
sensor that directly measures scene light.
The problem, however, is that most commodity cameras apply a number of camera-specific processing steps to the captured image in order to produce visually
pleasing photos. As a result, different
cameras produce noticeably different
colors when imaging the exact same
scene. This is problematic for applications relying on color because algorithms developed using images from one
camera often will not work with images
captured on another camera due to color differences. In this talk, I’ll discuss the
current state of affairs for color on commodity cameras, common incorrect assumptions made in the scientific literature regarding image color, and recent
developments that are helping to improve the situation

Sergio Sancho Asensio, Ramon Baldrich,
Robert Benavente, and Maria Vanrell,
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (Spain)
The Preferred Type of Tone-Curve in a Transparent OLED Display, Hyosun Kim, Young-Jun
Seo, Seungbae Lee, and Sung-Chan Jo,
Samsung Display, and Youngshin Kwak,
Ulsan National Institute of Science and
Technology (South Korea)
Behavioral Investigation of Visual Appearance Assessment, Davit Gigilashvili,
Jean-Baptiste Thomas, Marius Pedersen, and
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CIC keynotes offer attendees the chance to learn
from and interact with the world’s leading color
scientists, such as Paul Hubel of Apple, who spoke
at CIC25.

DEMONSTRATION SESSION
Show the hardware, software, test charts,
images, etc. that you are working on.
Open to all, the Demonstration Session
allows attendees to view and interact with
“products” discussed during presentations
or in the hallways. Demonstrations occur
during the Thursday morning coffee break.
Interested in participating? Contact Donna
Smith at dsmith@imaging.org.

Jon Hardeberg, Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (Norway)
Lightweight Estimation of Surface BRDFs,
James Ferwerda, Rochester Institute of
Technology (USA)

David Wyble, Avian Rochester, LLC, and Roy
Berns, Rochester Institute of Technology (USA)

12:20 – 13:50

17:00 – 17:20

LUNCH ON OWN

A NOSE FOR COLOR

14:00 – 15:20

One Wine Many Colors, Mark Fairchild,
Rochester Institute of Technology (USA)

15:20 – 17:00

INTERACTIVE SESSION

DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE?
Investigating Chromatic Adaptation via
Memory Colour Matching Method on a
Display, Yuechen Zhu, Qiyan Zhai, and Ming
Luo, Zhejiang University (China)
Can Trichromacy Equal Tetrachromacy?,
Thomas Bangert and Ebroul Izquierdo, Queen
Mary, University of London (UK)
Modelling Contrast Sensitivity for Chromatic
Temporal Modulation, Xiangzhen Kong1,3,
Mijael Pérez1, Ingrid Vogels1, Dragan
Sekulovski2, and Ingrid Heynderickx1; 1
Eindhoven University of Technology (the
Netherlands), 2Philips Lighting Research (the
Netherlands), and 3Wuhan University of
Technology (China)
JIST-First Quantifying Spectral Sensitivity
Mismatch Using a Metameric Color Rule,

19:00 – 21:30

CONFERENCE RECEPTION
Join colleagues at the Bill Reid Gallery,
Canada’s only public gallery dedicated to contemporary Indigenous Art of the Northwest
Coast. In addtion to the permanent exhibit,
you’ll be able to see “Body Language: Reawakening Cultural Tattooing of the Northwest,” the
first exhibition to fully explore the rich history
and artistry of Indigenous tattooing, piercing,
and personal adornment.
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Friday 16 November 2018
9:00 – 10:10

CLOSING KEYNOTE AND IS&T
AND CIC AWARDS
High Dynamic Range on the Big Screen,
Anders Ballestad, CEO and co-founder,
MTT Innovation Inc., a Barco Company
(Canada)
10:10 – 10:50

BRIGHT IDEAS
Assessing Color Discernibility in HDR Imaging Using Adaptation Hulls, Timo Kunkel,
Robert Wanat, Jaclyn Pytlarz, Robin Atkins,
and Scott Daly, Dolby Labs, Inc. (USA)
Estimation of HDR WCG Display Color
Gamut Volume, Fu Jiang and Mark Fairchild,
Rochester Institute of Technology (USA), and
Kenichiro Masaoka, NHK (Japan)
11:20 – 12:40

ILLUMINATING COLOR
Rehabilitating the Color Checker Dataset for
Illuminant Estimation, Ghalia Hemrit and
Graham Finlayson, University of East Anglia
(UK); Peter Gehler, University of Tübingen
(Germany); and Arjan Gijsenij; University of
Amsterdam (the Netherlands)
Light Sources with a Larger Gamut Area Can
Enhance Color Preference under a Lower
Light Level, Wenyu Bao and Minchen Wei,
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (Hong
Kong), and Anqing Liu, Shenzhen ChromaTech
Lighting Co., Ltd. (China)
Illumination Source Metrics and Color Difference—Selecting Sources for Cinematography, Jack Holm, Tarkus Imaging, and Scott
Dyer and Dan Sherlock, Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences (USA)
Recent Progress on the Role of Illumination
in Physics-based Computer Vision (Invited),
Mark Drew, Simon Fraser University (Canada)

10
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CLOSING KEYNOTE
High Dynamic Range on the Big Screen
Anders Ballestad, CEO and co-founder,
MTT Innovation Inc., a Barco Company
(Canada)
High dynamic range (HDR) is slowly
making its way to the big screen after
firmly being established in the living
room. For the cinema, there is considerable excitement around high-contrast
projectors as well as LED walls. MTT has
developed an HDR projector based on a
new image formation technique we
name dynamic lensing. Source light is
steered from dark regions to bright image areas, with dramatic results: deep
black levels and a peak luminance exceeding TVs and LED-walls using similar
strength light sources as conventional
projectors. The perceptual impact of
drastically enhanced colour volume technologies will be discussed, as well as a
number of open questions around the
creative workflow and the potential for
new experiments in color science.

12:00 – 13:00

LUNCH ON OWN
14:00 – 15:00

COLOR MATTERS
Single Anchor Sorting of Visual Appearance
as an Oriented Graph, Nathan Moroney,
Ingeborg Tastl, and Melanie Gottwals, HP
Inc. Laboratories, and Michael Ludwig and
Gary Meyer, University of Minnesota (USA)
BRDF Estimation with Simple Measurement
and Data-Driven Model, Yuto Hirasawa1,
Shoji Yamamoto2, Junki Yoshii1, Kensuke
Fukumoto1, Hiroshi Kintou3, and Norimichi
Tsumura1; 1Chiba University, 2Tokyo
Metropolitan College of Industrial Technology,
and 3Nikon Corporation (Japan)
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Blurring Impairs Translucency Perception,
Davit Gigilashvili, Marius Pedersen, and Jon
Hardeberg, Norwegian University of Science
and Technology (Norway)

17:20 – 17:30

CLOSING REMARKS AND BEST
STUDENT PAPER AWARD

15:40 – 17:20

SUBTRACTIVE ADDITIONS
Little CMS-MT: A Thread-Safe Open Source
Color Management Library, Michael Vrhel,
Robin Watts, and Raymond Johnston, Artifex
Software, Inc. (USA)
Perceptual Uniformity Improvement of Sampling with LCH based Look-up Tables Using
iccMAX Profiles, Lin Luo and Max Derhak,
ONYX Graphics, Inc. (USA)
Color Management in 3D Fine-Art Painting
Reproduction, Mike Jackson, Arius Technology
Inc. (Canada), and Lindsay MacDonald,
MacColour Limited (UK)
JIST-First Calculation of Scalars in
Neugebauer-Like Models. II: Final Scalar
Function is Copula, J.A. Stephen Viggiano,
Rochester Institute of Technology (USA)
Halftone Structure Optimization Using
Convex Programming, Peter Morovic and Ján
Morovic, HP Inc. (UK)

CONFIRMED EXHIBITORS
as of July 25, 2018

Visit CIC26 Exhibitors on Wednesday
and Thursday.

Image: Tourism Vancouver / Patrick Kuschfeld /Harbour Air Seaplanes.
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CIC26 Short Course Program
MONDAY NOVEMBER 12, 2018
EIGHT-HOUR CLASS

Intended Audience: scientists, engineers, students,

SC01: Color and Imaging

and managers involved in the design of
color processing algorithms or color imaging
systems.

8:30 – 17:45 (8 hours)
Instructor: Gaurav Sharma, University of
Rochester
Level: Introductory

This course provides a comprehensive introduction to the fundamentals of color perception, measurement, and representation. The
course begins with the psychophysics of
color, relating physical descriptions of color,
through stages of the human visual system, to
perceptual attributes of hue, saturation, and
lightness. The anatomy and physiology of the
visual system stages are briefly described.
From there, basic colorimetric and perceptual color representations are developed, with
a particular focus on CIE standards such as
the CIEXYZ tristimulus space and the CIELAB
and CIELUV perceptually uniform color
spaces. Chromaticity representations are
discussed as convenient 2D visualization
tools.

Gaurav Sharma has more than two decades of
experience in the design and optimization of color imaging systems and algorithms that spans employment at the Xerox Innovation Group and his
current position as a professor at the University of
Rochester in the departments of electrical and
computer engineering and computer science.
Additionally, he has consulted for several companies on the development of new imaging systems and algorithms. He holds 51 issued patents
and has authored more than 200 peer-reviewed
publications. He is the editor of the Digital Color
Imaging Handbook (CRC Press) and served as
the editor-in-chief for the SPIE/IS&T Journal of
Electronic Imaging (2011-2015). Sharma is a
Fellow of IS&T, IEEE, and SPIE.

TWO-HOUR CLASSES

SC02: Characterizing Surface Appearance
Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Describe the basic findings from color
matching experiments and the concept of
trichromacy.
• Transform between commonly used color
space representations.
• Describe how these color representations
relate to the stages of the human visual
system.
• Discuss chromatic adaptation and its
critical role in color perception.
• Understand and differentiate among
illuminant, observer, and device
metamerism.
• Understand the utility of uniform color
spaces and color appearance attributes.
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8:00-10:00 (2 hours)
Instructor: James A. Ferwerda, Rochester Institute
of Technology
Level: Intermediate

Surface appearance is of critical importance
in a wide variety of fields including design,
manufacturing, forensics, medicine, and cultural heritage preservation. This class first introduces a framework for characterizing surface appearance that includes the visual
attributes of color, gloss, translucency, and
texture. It then reviews efforts that have been
made to measure these attributes, and describe the psychophysical methods that are
used to relate the physical properties of surfaces to their visual appearances. Finally, the
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potential for using computer-graphics techniques to simulate the appearances of complex surfaces is discussed, and how new digital imaging technologies are being used to
advance the measurement, modeling, visualization, and communication of surface
appearance is described.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Identify the factors that contribute to the
appearances of complex surfaces.
• Understand the physical bases of surface
appearance and how these bases are
measured.
• Learn about the psychophysical methods
used to relate the physical and perceptual
aspects of surface appearance.
• Distinguish the different systems used to
describe and communicate surface
appearance.
• Comprehend how computer-graphics and
digital imaging techniques are rapidly
advancing the state-of-the-art in surface
appearance characterization.

Intended Audience: students and professionals
who want to understand the physics and psychophysics of surface appearance. The
course assumes a basic level understanding
of issues in color/imaging science and engineering. All specialized concepts will be introduced in class.
James A. Ferwerda is an associate professor and
the Xerox Chair in the Chester F. Carlson Center
for Imaging Science at the Rochester Institute of
Technology. He received a BA in psychology,
MS in computer graphics, and a PhD in experimental psychology, all from Cornell University.
The focus of his research is on building computational models of human vision from psychophysical experiments, and developing advanced imaging systems based on these models.

Short Course Fees
Separate registration is required. Fees in US$.
If you register:
2-hour Member
2-hour Non-member
2-hour Student

by Oct 14
$175
$200
$65

after Oct 14
$225
$250
$90

4-hour Member
4-hour Non-member
4-hour Student

$280
$305
$95

$330
$355
$120

8-hour Member
8-hour Non-member
8-hour Student

$485
$535
$195

$535
$585
$220

IS&T reserves the right to cancel classes in the event of
insufficient advance registration. Please register early.

SC03: Color Optimization for Displays
10:15 – 12:15 (2 hours)
Instructor: Gabriel Marcu, Apple Inc.
Level: Intermediate

This course introduces color optimization
techniques for various display types (LCDs,
plasma, OLED, QLED, and projection: DLP,
LCD, LcoS), and ranging from mobile devices
to large LCD TV screens. Factors such as technology, luminance level (including HDR), dynamic/static contrast ratio (including local
dimming), linearization and gamma correction, gray tracking, color gamut (including
wide gamut), white point, response time,
viewing angle, uniformity, color model,
calibration, and characterization are discussed and color optimization methods for
displays are presented.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Identify the critical parameters and their
impact on display color quality for smart
phones, tablets, notebooks, desktops,
LCD TVs, and projectors.
• Compare color performance and limitations for various LCD modes like IPS,
MVA, FFS
13
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• Understand the critical factors for HDR
displays and wide gamut displays.
• Understand the advantages of the LED
backlight modulation and the principles
of quantum dot gamut enhancement for
QLED technology.
• Select the optimal color model for a
display and highlight its dependency on
display technology.
• Understand the use of the color model for
the display ICC profile and the implication
for the color management
• Follow a live calibration and characterization of an LCD screen and projector
used in the class, using tools varying from
visual calibrator to instrument based ones.
• Apply the knowledge from the course to
practical problems of color optimization
for displays.

Intended Audience: engineers, scientists, managers, pre-press professionals, and those
confronting display related color issues.
Gabriel Marcu is senior scientist at Apple Inc. His
achievements are in color reproduction on displays and desktop printing (characterization/calibration, halftoning, gamut mapping, ICC profiling, HDR imaging, RAW color conversion). He
holds more than 80 issued patents in these areas.
Marcu is responsible for color calibration and
characterization of Apple desktop display products. He has taught seminars and courses on color topics at various IS&T, SPIE, and SID conferences and IMI Europe. He was co-chair of the
2006 SPIE/IS&T Electronic Imaging Symposium
and CIC11; he is co-chair of the Electronic
Imaging Symposium’s Color Imaging Conference:
Displaying, Hardcopy, Processing, and
Applications. Marcu is an IS&T and SPIE Fellow.

SHORT COURSE MONITORS
Interested in taking a class, but lack
funding? Volunteer to be a course
monitor. Contact color@imaging.org.
Preference given to students.
14
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NEW SC04: The Role of Color Science in
Smartphone Imaging for Brand Protection and
Secure Applications
13:30-15:30 (2 hours)
Instructor: Alan Hodgson
Level: Innovative Application

The smartphone has the potential to have a
profound effect on secure print inspection
and authentication and color scientists have
a significant role to play in this development.
The aim of this course is to identify the opportunities for smartphone imaging in brand
protection and secure applications. It focuses
on products such as currency, tax stamps,
and identity documents and considers imaging of 2D printed plus 3D holographic and
optical features. The course concentrates on
the imaging of printed products, from present
RGB, to the NIR and multispectral future.
However, it also shows where this fits in with
developments in smartphone biometric authentication. These concepts are illustrated
through a number of case studies.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Evaluate the current and potential applications of smartphone imaging in inspection and authentication
• Have an overview of current secure print
vision tools and where smartphones could
make a difference.
• Have a comprehension of the risks and
benefits associated with smartphone
implementations in secure applications.
• Identify the power and vulnerabilities of
smartphone solutions in this space.
• Have an understanding of the opportunities that future developments in smartphone imaging—particularly in the use of
color science technologies—could bring
to document inspection and authentication.

Intended Audience: The course is intended for
those interested in the application of color imaging in the broad area of security applications, from two perspectives. First, it will be of
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Advanced
Topics

Color
Fundamentals

MONDAY SHORT COURSES
8:30 – 17:45

SC01: Color and Imaging

8:00 – 10:00

10:15 – 12:15

13:30 – 15:30

15:45 – 17:45

SC02: Characterizing
Surface Appearance

SC03: Color Optimization
for Displays

NEW SC04: The Role of Color
Science in Smartphone
Imaging for Brand Protection
and Secure Applications

SC05: Variational Color
Image Enhancement
Inspired by Human Vision

TUESDAY SHORT COURSES / WORKSHOPS

Perceptual
Evaluation

Spectral

Capture and
Display

Color
Fundamentals

8:00 – 10:00

10:15 – 12:15

SC06: Advanced Colorimetry and Color Appearance

SC07: Camera Color Characterization: Theory and Practice

13:30 – 15:30

15:45 – 18:15

REVISED FOR 2018
SC12: From Cone Fundamentals to Color Matching
Functions . . .

WORKSHOP 1:
Virtual and Augmented
Reality: Challenges and
Perspectives

SC13: The Art of Making
Better Pixels: High Dynamic
Range Display Concepts and
Technologies

SC08: Individual Differences
in Color Matching and
Chromatic Adaptation

SC10: Fundamentals of
Spectral Measurements for
Color Science

NEW SC14:
Color Fundamentals
in LED Lighting

SC09: Fundamentals of
Psychophysics

SC11: Colour Difference
Perception for Images

SC15: Color Image
Quality Assessment

use to those working in color management to
understand how to develop features for
smartphone authentication. Second, for those
interested in color and multispectral imaging
and their application to smartphone imaging
in brand protection and secure documents.
This course assumes no knowledge of secure print authentication. All that is required
is an interest in the use of smartphones in this
application. It aims to inform an audience
ranging from students and engineers to
market innovators and academics.

WORKSHOP 2:
Deep Learning and
Color

WORKSHOP C:
HDR and Movie
Production

Alan Hodgson has 35 years of experience
across the print and imaging industry as an image physicist. He has been involved in security
documents for the past 15 years, both within the
industry and as an external consultant, teaching
courses at security and imaging conferences.
Over the last 5 years he has been investigating
the applicability of smartphone technology to this
industry. Hodgson is a past President of IS&T and
a Fellow of both the Institute of Physics and The
Royal Photographic Society.
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SC05: Variational Color Image Enhancement
Inspired by Human Vision
15:45-17:45 (2 hours)
Instructor: Edoardo Provenzi
Level: Advanced

In the last 20 years, variational principles in
image processing and computer vision flourished. They allowed a deeper comprehension of important image features and provided more efficient solution to many practical
problems. This holds true also for color image
processing. The first part of this short course
provides a brief qualitative introduction to
variational techniques, which is then applied
to reinterpret the well-known histogram equalization method. During the second part, how
to modify the variational framework of histogram equalization to take into account
some basic properties of the human visual
system is shown. Results on natural images
are presented and discussed.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Identify a variational technique.
• Describe histogram equalization in terms
of minimization of energy functionals.
• Summarize the most important phenomenological properties of the human visual
system.
• Combine visual features with variational
principles in order to get efficient color
enhancement algorithms.
• Compare different color enhancement techniques within the variational framework.

Intended Audience: scientists and engineers with
an interest in the basics of color vision and
colorimetry

•

Vancouver, Canada

statistics of natural images, and geometry of
color spaces. He was an associate professor at
the University Paris Descartes (2014-2017) and
has been a full professor of applied mathematics
in the Image Processing Group at the University
of Bordeaux since 2017. Provenzi is the author
of Computational Color Science: Variational
Retinex-like Methods (Wiley & Sons Eds.).

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 13, 2018
FOUR-HOUR CLASSES
8:00 – 12:15

SC06: Advanced Colorimetry and Color
Appearance
8:00 – 12:15 (4 hours)
Instructor: Gaurav Sharma, University of
Rochester
Level: Introductory

Building on a foundation in basic color
science and colorimetry, this course provides
attendees a broad understanding of color appearance phenomena and introduces them to
color appearance modeling. The relationship
of these important color appearance phenomena to the state of adaptation of the human visual system is explained. Students
learn the perceptual color attributes of lightness, brightness, colorfulness, saturation,
chroma, and hue. The course presents widely-used computational models for evaluating
correlates of these attributes. Spatial aspects
of color vision are discussed, as well as simple models for spatial color perception.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
Edoardo Provenzi obtained a master in theoretical physics (2000) from the University of Milan,
and a PhD in applied mathematics (2004) from
the University of Genoa. Since 2004, he has
been studying color vision and processing. He is
currently working in these research fields: color
science, variational techniques in imaging,
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• Understand how changes in the state of
visual adaptation affect the perceived
appearance of colors.
• Identify the main elements of a color
appearance model and explain the
critical role of chromatic adaptation in
color appearance.
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• Describe the Von Kries model for chromatic adaptation transformations, and
perform computations using the model.
• Apply the CIECAM02 color appearance
model to obtain colorimetric representations for different viewing conditions.
• Understand how relevant color appearance parameters are determined for realworld viewing environments.
• Describe the components of commonlyused spatial color appearance models.

Intended Audience: color engineers, research scientists, and software developers involved in
design and optimization of color imaging
systems, algorithms, and devices. Prior
knowledge of fundamental colorimetry is
ssumed.
See bio under course SC01, page 12.

SC07: Camera Color Characterization: Theory and
Practice
8:00 – 12:15 (4 hours)
Instructors: Dietmar Wueller, Image Engineering
GmbH & Co. Kg, and Eric Walowit, consultant
Level: Intermediate

This short course covers the process of colorimetric camera characterization in theory and
practice. The need for camera characterization and calibration and the impact on general image quality is first reviewed. Known issues in traditional approaches are discussed.
Methodology for building camera colorimetric transforms and profiles are detailed stepby-step. State-of-the-art solutions using current
technology are presented including monochromators, multispectral LED light sources, in
situ measurements of spectral radiances of
natural objects, and modern color transform
methods including multidimensional color
look up tables. A live demonstration is performed of the end-to-end process of spectral
camera characterization, camera transform
generation, and matching from capture to

display. This short course provides the basis
needed to implement advanced color correction in cameras and software.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Understand the need for camera colorimetric characterization and the impact of
color calibration on image quality and
manufacturing yield.
• Perform target-based and spectral-based
camera characterization.
• Solve for colorimetric camera transforms
and build profiles using linear and
nonlinear techniques.
• Evaluate current colorimetric camera
characterization hardware and software
technology and products.
• Participate in hands-on spectral camera
characterization, camera transform generation, and matching from capture to
display.

Intended Audience: engineers, project leaders,
and managers involved in camera image
processing pipeline development, image
quality engineering, and production-line
quality assurance.
Dietmar Wueller studied photographic sciences
(1987-1992) in Cologne. He is the founder of
Image Engineering, one of the leading suppliers
for test equipment for digital image capture devices. Wueller is a member of IS&T, DGPH and
ECI, he is the German representative for ISO
TC 42 WG 18 and also participates in several
other standardization activities.
Eric Walowit’s interests are in color management, appearance estimation, and image processing pipelines for digital photographic applications. He is founder (retired) of Color Savvy
Systems, a color management hardware and
software company. He graduated from RIT’s Image Science program (1985), concentrating in
color science. Walowit is a member of ICC, ISO
TC 42, and IS&T.
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TWO-HOUR CLASSES
8:00 – 10:00

SC08: Individual Differences in Color Matching
and Chromatic Adaptation
8:00 – 10:00 (2 hours)
Instructor: Mark Fairchild, Rochester Institute of
Technology
Level: Intermediate

Individuals are different, by definition. Individuals typically differ in many anatomical
and physiological aspects including the sensitivity and scaling of their sensory systems.
This course examines individual differences
in color matching functions and how they impact fundamentals of colorimetry (XYZ,
CIELAB) as well as individual differences in
chromatic adaptation that might be caused
by higher-level perceptual mechanics and
thus impact color appearance (CIECAM02type metrics). Anatomical and physiological
differences that impact color perception are
described along with suggestions for dealing
with them in practical color measurement.
Specific topics will include observer
metamerism, categorical color matching functions, observer calibration, statistical models
of color matching, uncertainty in adaptation,
individual differences in corresponding colors, chromatic adaptation hysteresis, and improving practical adaptation models.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Explain observed individual differences in
color perception.
• Identify the physiological and anatomical
differences in the visual system.
• Compute individual color matching functions based on a physiological model.
• Predict differences in chromatic adaptation and their level of importance.
• Define the impact of individual differences on their own color applications.

Intended Audience: scientists and engineers who
use colorimetric and color appearance mod18
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els in their work and are interested in the fundamental components of our human visual
system that impact the accuracy, precision,
and individual applicability of such systems
and anyone with an interest in color science.
Mark Fairchild is professor and founding head of
the Integrated Sciences Academy in Rochester
Institute of Technology’s College of Science and
director of the program of Color Science and
Munsell Color Science Laboratory. He has a BS
and MS in imaging science and PhD in vision
science. He is a Fellow of IS&T and OSA.
Fairchild received the Davies Medal (RPS) for
contributions to photography and the IS&T
Bowman award for excellence in education.

SC09: Fundamentals of Psychophysics
10:15 – 12:15 (2 hours)
Instructor: James A. Ferwerda, Rochester Institute
of Technology
Level: Intermediate

Psychophysical methods from experimental
psychology can be used to quantify the relationships between the physical properties of
the world and the qualities people perceive.
The results of psychophysical experiments can
be used to create models of human perception
that can guide the development of effective color imaging algorithms and enabling interfaces.
This course provides an introduction to the theory and practice of psychophysics and teaches attendees how to develop experiments that
can be used to advance color imaging research and applications. Hands-on examples
are used throughout so that attendees understand how to design and run their own experiments, analyze the results, and develop perceptually-based algorithms and applications.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Identify the major techniques for measuring perceptual thresholds and scales.
• Design perception experiments using
these techniques.
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• Analyze the data from these experiments
to derive perceptual metrics.
• Apply these metrics to practical problems
in color imaging.

Intended Audience: students and professionals
who want to be able to interpret the results of
perception psychology experiments and develop their own perception studies. The course
assumes a basic level understanding of issues
in color and imaging science, engineering,
and statistics. No specific knowledge of perception psychology is required. All relevant
concepts are introduced in the class.

tometers and spectroradiometers and the
functions of each.
• Define the standardization (calibration)
process of spectrophotometers and understand the implications of standardization
upon the measurement process.
• Interpret measurement requirements and
select appropriate measurement
parameters and geometries for various
applications.
• Understand the point of “hand-off” from
spectral measurements to colorimetric
calculations.

Intended Audience: color engineers and technolSee bio under course SC02, page 13.

10:15 – 12:15

SC10: Fundamentals of Spectral Measurements for
Color Science
10:15-12:15 (2 hours)
Instructor: David R. Wyble
Level: Introductory/Intermediate

This class begins by defining the basic terms
surrounding the instruments and quantities
used in spectral measurements in the color
field. We then cover the operation and construction of spectrophotometers and spectroradiometers by discussing the function of
each of the various subsystems present in the
devices. Instrument standardization (calibration) and the application of CIE geometries
for reflectance and transmittance is covered.
To evaluate instruments, the concepts of precision and accuracy of measurement devices
is introduced along with practical suggestions for the analysis of instrument performance. The overall goal is to fully understand
the procedures and concepts that lead to
proper spectral measurements that are the
basis for colorimetric calculations.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Identify the components of spectropho-

ogists responsible for making and interpreting color measurements of any type. A technical background is not required, although
an understanding of basic scientific principles will be very helpful.
David R. Wyble is president and founder of
Avian Rochester, LLC. Since 2011, Avian
Rochester has been delivering color standards;
traditional and custom measurements; and consulting services to the color industry. Prior to
founding Avian Rochester, Wyble was a color
scientist within the Munsell Color Science Laboratory at the Rochester Institute of Technology,
and before that a member of research &
technology staff at Xerox Corp. He holds a BS in
computer science from RIT, and MS and PhD in
color science from Chiba University.

SC11: Colour Difference Perception for Images
10:15-12:15
Instructor: Ming Ronnier Luo, Zhejiang University,
University of Leeds, and National Taiwan
University of Science and Technology
Level: Introductory

This course is divided into two parts: color
difference evaluation for color patches and
image. The former covers the fundamentals in
understanding various uniform color spaces
including CIELAB, CAM16-UCS, the latest
19
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10% SAVINGS
Take 3 or more courses and
get 10% off your total short course
registration fee!
See registration form for details. Use
2018Pick3 coupon code if registering online.

Jzazbz for HDR and WCG applications, color
difference formulas such as BFD, CIE94,
CIEDE2000, color difference datasets, and
evaluation of color difference formulas. The
latter introduces the metrics for evaluating images such as conventional formulas with addon spatial filters or lightness weighting factor,
and image appearance model. Furthermore,
some extensions of conventional formulas to
predict parametric effect, such as change of
viewing conditions on background, gap and
color difference magnitudes.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Explain the techniques for visually
assessing color difference.
• Understand different types of color
difference formulae.
• Evaluate their respective performances
• Apply color difference formula in the imaging industry.

Intended Audience: color engineers and research
scientists involved with color reproduction,
imaging device developers, computer software developers. Knowledge of the fundamental colorimetry is assumed.
Ming Ronnier Luo is a global expert professor at
the College of Optical Science and Engineering,
Zhejiang University, China and a visiting professor
at the University of Leeds (UK) and National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taipei.
He is a vice president of CIE and has more than
600 publications in color and imaging science
and illumination technology. He is a Fellow of IS&T
and the Society of Dyers and Colourists, and is the
recipient of the AIC Judd award (2017).
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13:30 – 15:30

SC12: From Cone Fundamentals to Color Matching
Functions to Cone-opponent, Camera Sensor, and
Device Color Spaces Revised for 2018
13:30-15:30 (2 hours)
Instructor: Andrew Stockman, UCL Institute of
Ophthalmology
Level: Introductory

This course begins with the trichromacy of
human color vision, which depends on the
spectral sensitivities of the long-, middle- and
short-wavelength-sensitive (L, M, and S) cones.
These functions are the “fundamental” color
matching functions (CMFs) upon which human
color matches depend and from which all other CMFs should be linearly transformed. The
CIE TC 1-36 “physiologically-relevant” LMS
and XYZ international standard for colorimetry,
based on Stockman & Sharpe (2000), is covered in detail. This revised course goes beyond
these CMFs to consider postreceptoral cone-opponent color spaces (L-M, [L+M]-S), camera
sensor, and display device color spaces.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Understand the basics of phototransduction and how it relates to univariance and
to cone spectral sensitivities.
• Learn about the determination of cone
spectral sensitivities in normal and color
deficient observers.
• Appreciate the relationship of cone spectral
sensitivities to RGB color matching functions.
• Observe the relationship of cone spectral
sensitivities to luminous efficiency functions and the determination of luminous
efficiency.
• Appreciate the relationship of of LMS
cone spectral sensitivities to XYZ color
matching functions and the derivation of
the new physiologically-relevant CIE TC
1-36 XYZ CMFs.
• Learn how to adjust standard cone spectral sensitivities to take into account individual differences, and field size.
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• Undertand cone-opponent color spaces;
camera sensor color spaces; and device
color spaces.

Intended Audience: scientists and engineers with
an interest in the basics of color vision and
colorimetry, and the application of the new
CIE TC 1-36 “physiologically-relevant” international standard.

EXHIBIT AT CIC26!

Interested in exhibiting or sponsoring an
event at CIC? Contact Donna Smith to learn
more at dsmith@imaging.org.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
Andrew Stockman is the Steers Professor at the
UCL Institute of Ophthalmology. His research areas include color vision, rod vision, visual adaptation, and temporal sensitivity. He may be best
known for his work with Ted Sharpe on spectral
sensitivities and luminous efficiency. He is the
principal author of the widely-used colour database at http://www.cvrl.org. He received the
Colour Group Newton medal (2016) and the
Inter-Society Color Council Macbeth Award
(2018).

SC13: The Art of Making Better Pixels: High Dynamic Range Display Concepts and Technologies
13:30-15:30 (2 hours)
Instructor: Timo Kunkel, Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
Level: Introductory

The field of High Dynamic Range imaging or
HDR was coined more than 20 years ago
and has been evolving ever since. Over time,
various building blocks have been designed
that are suitable to form perceptually-correct,
artistically-compelling, and technologicallyefficient HDR imaging systems. Now, as
those technologies are implemented into an
increasing number of mainstream devices, it
is important to keep track of several key perceptual and technological concepts in order
to avoid pitfalls that can impact image fidelity when processing, transmitting, and displaying HDR imagery. This course is intended
as an introduction into HDR display systems
and its related imaging pipelines.

• Understand how the human visual system
perceives the physical world around us
and how HDR display technologies cater
to this.
• Assess how we can display a plausible
depiction of the ‘real’ physical world and
how we convey artistic intent.
• Identify the importance of a display’s
white and black levels, its tone response
curve, and quantization steps as well as
its color volume.
• Explain the fundamentals of common HDR
and Wide Color Gamut display technologies such as full array dual modulation,
OLED, and Quantum Dot based display.
• Differentiate the considerations for creating compelling content that lives up to the
capabilities of HDR displays

Intended Audience: it is aimed at anyone working
in image display related fields such as display design, content creation, image transport and broadcast, and vision science. No
direct previous knowledge is required, but a
basic understanding of traditional display
and imaging concepts is beneficial.
Timo Kunkel is a senior color and imaging researcher at Dolby Labs. His main areas of interest are perception-based color models and HDR
display technologies and has published numerous papers in this field. In the recent years he has
also been working on metrological concepts for
HDR displays. He received his PhD in computer
science from the University of Bristol (UK) and a
MSc in physical geosciences from the University
of Freiburg (Germany).
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NEW SC14: Color Fundamentals in LED Lighting

Intended audience: scientists, engineers, and stu-

13:30-15:30
Instructor: Mike Murdoch, Rochester Institute of
Technology
Level: Intermediate

dents using or interested in LED lighting
systems for research, image capture, or
image/product evaluation. Basic knowledge
of colorimetry is assumed, but no specialized
knowledge of lighting is expected.

Color is one of the most important attributes
of lighting, whether for general illumination
at home, commercial applications in retail
and healthcare, or special applications like
cinematography. LED technology has opened
up enormous flexibility in the design of lighting systems while simultaneously increasing
energy efficiency. The flexibility of LED is
both an opportunity and a curse: designs can
maximize quality of light and preference for
object color rendition or—if not done well—
drastically distort object colors. This course
explains the ways that color, color rendition,
and quality of light can be affected in LED, as
well as OLED, lighting. It explores the different ways systems produce white light, including variations in correlated color temperature
and spectral power distribution. Traditional
and recent measures of efficacy and color
rendition are explained; situations where
measures remain insufficient are discussed.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Explain different LED color architectures,
including RGB, RGBA, phosphor-converted blue pump, tunable white, and warmdim systems.
• Understand how spectral characteristics
of “white” LEDs affect rendered object
colors, and what this means for perceived
naturalness and preference.
• Understand multi-primary solution approaches for creating spectral power distributions from discrete LEDs with different
optimization goals.
• Apply and compare color rendition measures including CIE Ra, CIE Rf, TM-30
Rf/Rg.
• Evaluate spectral power distributions of
light for different applications.
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Mike Murdoch is an assistant professor in
Rochester Institute of Technology’s Munsell Color
Science Laboratory, where he teaches psychophysical methods, MATLAB programming,
and lighting perception topics. His current research includes the effects of temporally dynamic
lighting on visual adaptation and perceived rate
of change, inter-observer effects on lighting color
rendition, and color appearance and visual
adaptation in augmented/mixed reality
(AR/MR). Murdoch has deep experience with
color perception and system design for solid state
lighting, LCD, and OLED displays, rooted in industrial work at Kodak Research and Philips
Research. He has co-authored more than 28 journal and conference papers and 18 patents, and
he served as the general chair of CIC25 in
Lillehammer. His education includes a BS in
chemical engineering from Cornell, MS in computer science from RIT, and PhD in human-technology interaction from Eindhoven University of
Technology.

SC15: Color Image Quality Assessment
13:30-15:30
Instructors: Marius Pedersen and Seyed Ali
Amirshahi, Norwegian Colour and Visual
Computing Laboratory (NTNU)
Level: Intermediate

This short course provides an overview of the
current state of color image quality assessment.
It introduces the core functions used in objective color image quality, including models of
the human visual system and how pixel error
maps can be converted to single quality numbers. Furthermore, it presents the most common
methods, as well as promising new methods
for quality assessment. Also discussed are
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methods for conducting psychophysical experiments to evaluate specific aspects of image
quality and how these results are used to evaluate the performance of objective image quality metrics. The course also focuses on how to
identify a set of key image quality attributes
and to compute these as a set of distinct metrics for evaluating image quality.

Benefits: Attendees will be able to:
• Understand the basic characteristics of
the human visual system.
• Understand methods for conducting psychophysical experiments to subjectively
assess image quality.
• Be familiar with the major image quality
metrics in use today and how to evaluate
their performance.
• Understand methods for pooling the results of spatial image quality maps to
yield a single-number assessment of overall image quality and generate spiderplots and interpret results from image
quality assessment.
• Understand what the major image quality
attributes are, what they measure, and
how they are computed.
• Be familiar with image quality assessment
in different applications.

algorithms, or systems. Participants should be
familiar with the function and basic properties of imaging systems. A rudimentary
knowledge of color science linear systems
and image processing is helpful, but not
essential.
Marius Pedersen is professor at the Norwegian
University of Science and Technology. His work
is centered on image quality assessment; he has
more than 60 publications in this field. He received his PhD in color imaging (2011) from the
University of Oslo. He is currently the head of the
computer science group in Gjøvik in the department of computer science, as well as the head of
the Norwegian Colour and Visual Computing
Laboratory, both at NTNU.
Seyed Ali Amirshahi is a Marie Curie post-doctoral Fellow in the Norwegian Colour and Visual
Computing Laboratory at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU). His research is mainly focused on different aspects of
image and video quality assessment and computational aesthetics. He received his PhD from the
Friedrich Schiller University of Jena in Germany
(2015). Prior to joining NTNU, he was a postdoctoral Fellow at the International Computer
Science Institute in Berkeley, California.

Intended Audience: scientists, engineers, analysts, and managers involved in the design,
engineering, manufacturing, marketing, or
evaluation of imaging and printing products,

Celebrating 25 years of CIC and color
trivia, and playing a colorfilled version of
BYNGO was a great way to hang out with
old and meet new friends in Lillehammer.
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CIC26 Workshops
All workshops take place Tuesday Nov. 13
from 15:45 to 18:15 after the short course
program ends. The goal of CIC Workshops is
to encourage discussion and exchange of
ideas.
Please Note: Workshops are included with a
full conference registration; those not attending the full conference may purchase a workshop ticket that also includes admission to the
Welcome Reception, which follows at 18:15.

W1: Virtual and Augmented Reality: Challenges
and Perspectives
15:45 – 18:15
Chair/Convener: Giuseppe Claudio Guarnera,
NTNU (Norway)

Over the past few years Virtual Reality and
Augmented Reality have become widely
available in consumer devices, promising to
transform the way we think, learn, and communicate. The capability of creating photo-realistic, rendered objects within a real-world
setting will support sale, promotion, accurate
visualization, planning, and marketing purposes more and more in the coming years. A
key factor common among all the countless
possibilities offered by AR and VR is that all
the depicted materials, their reflectance properties, the lighting, etc. must be consistent
with human perception and across different
platforms.
However, photo-realism is still a challenge
even on desktop environments, and AR/VR is
raising the bar for efficient, realistic, and
cost-effective material modelling, given the
low power and thermal budget of wearable
AR/VR headsets and the increased computational demand (visual artifacts are distracting
and look worse in immersive 3D environments). Therefore, most VR experiences are
currently limited to omnidirectional stereo ren24

dering, with no freedom to move around the
scene; only in the last few months has the potential of light fields begun to be explored.
This workshop discusses the current challenges (such as limitations in both hardware
and software) and attempts to exploit human
perception of color, materials, and lighting to
overcome them. Overall, the workshop will
help academic and industry researchers to
address the societal needs created by these
new tools (sense of immersion, social presence, etc.), in order to unleash their potential
for new applications.
Call for Speakers: Researchers who want to
participate in the discussion or to give a presentation are welcome to submit their proposal for review via color@imaging.org (subject
line: AR-VR Workshop Proposal). The goal is
to encourage discussion and exchange of
ideas.
Giuseppe Claudio Guarnera received his PhD in
computer science from the University of Catania
(Italy), with a doctoral dissertation in computer vision and pattern recognition. As a PhD student,
he spent a significant amount of time at the USC
Institute for Creative Technologies (US), where he
began his research in computer graphics. He is

DEMONSTRATION SESSION
Interested in showing the hardware, software, test charts/images, etc. that you are
working on? Open to all attendees, the
Demonstration Session allows attendees to
view and interact with “products” discussed during presentations or in the hallways. Demonstrations occur during the
Thursday morning coffee break. Interested
in participating? Contact Donna at
dsmith @imaging.org.
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Workshops offer a more relaxed atmosphere in which to exchange knowledge about a hot
topic. All participants are encouraged to discuss and share ideas.

currently research associate at NTNU (Norway).
His interests include colorimetry, virtual material
acquisition, representation, and human perception of materials.

W2: Deep Learning and Color
15:45 – 18:15
Chair/Convener: Radhakrishna Achanta, Swiss
Data Science Center (Switzerland)

Among the disciplines of machine learning,
the resurgence of deep learning in the last
few years has had a significant impact in several scientific domains including color imaging. This workshop aims to explore some of
the topics in color imaging where the use of
deep learning has resulted in state-of-the-art
results. These domains include:
• Image acquisition
• Demosaicing
• Super-resolution
• Denoising
• Segmentation
• Color constancy
• Image quality assessment
• Image aesthetics

Call for speakers: Researchers who want to
participate in the discussion or to give a presentation are welcome to submit their proposal
for review via color@imaging.org (subject line:
DeepLearning Workshop Proposal). The goal
is to encourage discussion and exchange of
ideas.
Confirmed speakers as of July:
• Ruofan Zhao (IVRL, EPFL)
• Edo Collins (IVRL, EPFL)
Radhakrishna Achanta has a PhD in computer
science from EPFL Switzerland, an MSc in computer science from NUS Singapore, and a BEng
in electrical engineering from JEC India. He is
currently a senior data scientist at the Swiss Data
Science Center. During his 16 years of work experience, he has worked in industry and academia, and has founded three start-ups. One of
them, Croppola attracts more than 800,000 visitors per year. He has published more than 20
refereed papers, which have received more than
8,000 citations. He is a co-inventor in four
patents; has served as a reviewer for several conferences and journals; and was area chair for
ECCV 2016. His main interests are computer vision, image processing, and machine learning.
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W3: HDR and Movie Production
15:45 – 18:15
Chair/Convener: Jérémie Gerhardt, IRYStec Software Inc. (Canda)

In constant evolution over the past two
decades, the movie production workflow has
evolved step-by-step from analog to fully digital. Each part of this process has seen a transition, from film scanning to digital editing,
digital camera, digital workflow, vfx, increase of resolution, wider color gamut,
wider dynamic to faster fps, etc. Slowly, but
surely, the digital workflow is approaching a
level of quality and usability which seemed
impossible a few years ago.
Often, the words used to describe new features can be misleading, especially when it
comes to HDR, which is more than wider dynamic and or wider gamut available to the
creators. In the end, the spectator is experiencing the movie on a display that may or
may have HDR capabilities.
What are the implications for a movie’s
production when it has been decided that it
will be an HDR movie? In this workshop,
speakers representing key positions and/or
professions from the movie production workflow, introduce their activities, from colorist,
VFX supervisor, color pipeline, cinematographer, display engineer, etc. in relation to
HDR to help us understand how their practice
is evolving with this technology.
Each speaker will give a 15 min presentation; after the presentations, there will be a
group discussion with Q&A.
Confirmed speakers as of July:
● Sean Copper (DoubleNegative) VFX/Feature animation: HDR—What has and
hasn't changed including OpenEXR,
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OpenColorIO, review of material, range
of “safety” checks, on-set grades, quality
of review displays, HUNDREDS of people
creating, manipulating, and defining the
final image
Chris Davies, HDR Post-production:
Impacts on production, workflow, and
infrastructure from onset equipment, cameras, monitoring, exposing, metering to
dailies, lighting, displays, lessons learned,
and solutions needed.
Timo Kunkel (DOLBY) Image Display:
Reproducing the appearance of real world
luminance levels in a plausible way, including feeling or mood, scene vs display
referred, higher max luminance levels,
deep black levels, and an overview of fundamental technical concepts of HDR displays such as dual modulation (LED-LCD,
LCD-LCD), direct emissive display (OLED),
Micro LED, HDR projection
Colorist/color grader TBA
DP/Cinematographer TBA

Jérémie Gerhardt is senior color scientist at
IRYStec Software Inc. in Montreal where he
works on perceptual display. Prior to that he
spent 10 years in Berlin where he participated in
startup projects in visual search, NLP, 360°
movie acquisition, and was a research fellow at
Fraunhofer FOKUS where he engaged in years
of applied color science, computer vision, display calibration in fields ranging from immersive
and VR display to panoramic movie post-production to human color perception, image quality,
and color management. Gerhardt holds a MS in
image processing from Université Pierre et Marie
Curie (Pairis VI) and a PhD in signal and image
processing from Ecole Nationale Supérieure des
Télécommunications. He has been involved in
CIC for many years.
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Conference Venue: Vancouver, Canada
A bustling West coast seaport in British
Columbia, Vancouver is among Canada’s
most ethnically diverse cities, and consistently
named as one of the top five worldwide cities
for livability and quality of life. A popular
filming location, it’s surrounded by mountains, offering breathtaking views of land and
sea. The city has a thriving arts scene with
the Vancouver Art Gallery known for its
works by regional artists and the Museum of
Anthropology housing preeminent First
Nations collections.

The Pinnacle Harbourfront Hotel, host of
CIC26, is located in the West End neighborhood of Coal Harbour. It’s within walking
distance of many attractions including
English Bay, Stanley Park, Gastown, Chinatown, and the Granville Entertainment District.
A bit further is Granville Island, home to a thriving public market and local artisan complex.
The average temperature in November is
6°C/43°F, with rain to be expected. For
more information on Vancouver, visit
www.tourismvancouver.com.

Hotel and Travel Information
Pinnacle Harbourfront Hotel
1133 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, BC, V6E 3T3 • +1 844 337 3118
vancouver.info@pinnaclehotels.ca
Rates: CA$189 (~US$144) single/double; CA$219/triple; CA$249/quad. Tax 17.45%.
Rate includes wifi and bicycles. Rates honored three days prior to and after the conference
dates based on availability. All reservations must be guaranteed with a major credit card.
Cancellation Policy: Reservations cancelled within 48 hours of arrival are subject to a
penalty of one night room and taxes.
Check in/out: 15:00/noon Parking: CA$28
Interested in room sharing? sign up at conferenceshare.co*
Reservation Deadline: October 19, 2018
Reservations: via https://book.passkey.com/event/49567288/owner/2075/home/
OR via +1 844 337 311 Reference: IS&T CIC26 Room Block

Transportation Information
Airport: Vancouver is served by Vancouver International Airport (YVR): www.yvr.ca. There
are many direct flights to YVR, including from Atlanta, Beijing, Boston, Dallas, Denver,
Frankfurt, Hong Kong, JFK, London, Los Angeles, Manchester (UK), Minneapolis, Montreal,
Newark, Phoenix, San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, Seoul, Shanghai, Sydney, Taipei,
Tokyo, Toronto, and Xiamen.
To/from the hotel: Canada Line (www.thecanadaline.com) has direct trains to/from both the
domestic and international terminals. The hotel is a 10 minute walk (800 meters) from the
Waterfront Station in downtown Vancouver. Trains run from the airport (YVR) to Waterfront
from 5:07 to 0:56 and from Waterfront to the YVR from 4:48 to 1:05. Fare is about CA$9.
Visit the Canada Line website for more details. Taxis cost ~$35 + gratuity.
*IS&T assume no responsibility for decisions made as a result of using this conference travel sharing site.
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CIC26 Conference Registration
Go to www.imaging.org/color to register online.
Name___________________________________________________________________________
Title/Position ____________________________________________________________________
Company _______________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address _________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone ______________

Fax ______________

Email _____________________________

Conference registration includes admission to all technical sessions, CIC workshops, coffee
breaks, exhibit, Welcome Reception, Conference Reception, evening lecture, and conference
abstract book with proceedings on flash drive. Separate registration fees are required for
short courses.
1. Technical Conference Registration (includes one workshop) (CHECK ONE)
Please check ALL that apply. I am a: r speaker

r IS&T member

r session chair

r only taking short courses and/or a workshop

Please note: To better serve your needs, IS&T is offering
conference registration options that include membership
with either JIST or JEI at the same rate as a non-member fee.
r Conference registration: current IS&T/ISJ Member

r Conf. registration (+ new or renewing membership + JIST)*

r committee member

r short course instructor
*All fees are in US$*

REGULAR
thru
after
Oct 14
Oct 14

STUDENT
thru
after
Oct 14
Oct 14

$790

$890

$170

$220

$890

$990

$195

$245

$890

$990

$195

$245

$890

$990

$195

$245

$435

$485

$125

$175

Membership begins within 2 weeks of registration and expires 12/31/19

r Conf. registration (+ new or renewing membership + JEI)*
Membership begins within 2 weeks of registration and expires 12/31/19

r Conference non-member registration
One-day: r Wed r Thurs r Fri

Select the Tuesday afternoon workshop that goes with your conference registration:
q W1: Virtual and Augmented Reality: Challenges and Perspectives
q W2: Deep Learning and Color
q W3: HDR and Movie Production
q I do not plan to attend a workshop
2. Extras
___ Additional copy of conf. proceedings Note: One copy comes with conference registration. $140
$ _____
___ Additional/Guest ticket for Welcome Reception
$35
$ _____
___ Additional/Guest ticket for Conference Reception
$75
$ _____
Name/Affiliation of Guest for badge: ________________________________________
* Membership benefits include access to the IS&T Digital Library, an online subscription to the Journal of Imaging Science
and Technology (JIST) or Journal of Electronic Imaging (JEI), The Reporter newsletter, conference fee discounts, and access to
the member directory, among other things. Membership takes within 2 weeks of registration and expires 12/31/19. This offer may be used for renewals.
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3. Short Course and/or Workshop + Welcome Reception Registration
Please note: Course notes for most classes are provided electronically prior to the conference for printing or
viewing on your computer. Instructors without e-notes will provide hardcopies in class. The workshop option
includes the welcome reception; none of the short courses include the Welcome Reception.
One-day class

Member o SC01
Non-member o SC01
Student o SC01
Four-hour classes

Member (per class; select below)
Non-member (per class; select below)
Student (per class; select below)

Check one q SC06 q SC07

Two-hour classes

Member (per class; select below)
Non-member (per class; select below)
Student (per class; select below)

Check all that apply q SC02 q SC03 q SC04

thru
Oct 14

after
Oct 14

TOTAL

$485
$535
$195

$535
$585
$220

$ _____
$ _____
$ _____

$280
$305
$95

$330
$355
$120

$ _____
$ _____
$ _____

$175
$200
$65

$225
$250
$90

$ _____
$ _____
$ _____

qSC05 q SC08

q SC10 q SC11 q SC12 q SC13 q SC14

Workshop + Welcome Reception

Regular
Student

$175
$65

q SC09

q SC15
$225
$90

$ _____
$ _____

q W1: Virtual and Augmented Reality: Challenges and Perspectives
q W2: Deep Learning and Color
q W3: HDR and Movie Production
OR
Take ANY three or more classes or workshops and receive 10% off the total price
Enter three or more courses/workshops, fill in member or non-member fee next to each, add, and
multiply by .9 to get your price, representing 10% savings; add additional lines if needed;
students may not take advantage of this offer. If registering online, use 2018Pick3 as coupon
code at checkout.
W/SC__ $ ____ + SC__ $ ____ + SC__ $ ____ = $______ x .9 = $ _____
Check one:

total from previous page $ _____
Wire transfer fee ($25 if applicable) $ _____
GRAND TOTAL
Payment Method: q AmEx

q MasterCard

q VISA

q Discover

q Wire Transfer

$ _____
q Check

Card#: ______________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
Name as it appears on card: __________________________________________________
Authorization Signature: _______________________________________________________
Return this form with signed credit card authorization to IS&T, 7003 Kilworth Lane, Springfield, VA 22151 or
fax to 703/642-9094. Contact registration@imaging.org for wire transfer information; $25 must be added to
the total for wire transfer payments to cover bank costs.
Please note: To cover bank charges and processing fees, there is a cancellation fee of $75 until
October 14, 2018. After that date, the cancellation fee is 50% of the total plus $75. No refunds will be
given after November 12, 2018. All requests for refund must be made in writing.
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Tweet #CIC26

and

Join our LinkedIn group;
search for
“color and imaging conference”

Become part of the CIC
online community!
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